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You're browsing old versions of FaceApp. Here you will find APK files of all versions of FaceApp available on our website, published so far. Latest version: APK ToolsTransform your face with the help of artificial intelligence with just one tap!- Add a beautiful smile- Become younger or older- Become more attractive- Sex change Dapatkan kualitas sampul majalah untuk selfie apa
pun hanya dengan beberapa ketukan! Didukung oleh FaceApp AI, teknologi editing rubs saraf pauling canggih. Tingkatkan selfie Anda Atau bersenang-senanglah dengan pertukaran floor, gaya rambut, dan transformasi menakjubkan lainnya. Memperbaiki - Swafoto siap-Hollywood dengan filter Impression - Ubah warna dan gaya rambut - Oleskan tata rias malam atau siang yang
sempurna - Temukan gaya jenggot / kumis yang sempurna - Tambahkan senyum yang indah kekaburan lenses, Dan banyak alat lainnya Selamat bersenang-senang filter heisenberg, dan banyak transformasi lay yang mengejutkan Photoshop is no longer required - a realistic facial swap can be done in a second. Welcome to our latest feature - Face Swap! See how you look like
your favorite celebrity, painting, movie character, meme, you name it! Create wonderful swaps and share them with your friends, who is going to make the best swap? Have fun! Photoshop is no longer needed - a realistic face swap can be done in a second. Welcome to our latest feature - Face Swap! See how you look like your favorite celebrity, painting, movie character, meme,
you name it! Create wonderful swaps and share them with your friends, who is going to make the best swap? Have fun! Photoshop is no longer needed - a realistic face swap can be done in a second. Welcome to our latest feature - Face Swap! See how you look like your favorite celebrity, painting, movie character, meme, you name it! Create wonderful swaps and share them
with your friends, who is going to make the best swap? Have fun! This release is focused on improving stability. We've fixed numerous issues, including one that can't run the app on Android 5.1. In addition, FaceApp can now work with .webp and .bmp image formats. FaceApp Team This release is focused on improving stability. We've fixed numerous issues, including one that
can't run the app on Android 5.1. In addition, FaceApp can now work with .webp and .bmp image formats. FaceApp Team This release is focused on improving stability. We've fixed numerous issues, including one that can't run the app on Android 5.1. In addition, FaceApp can now work with .webp and .bmp image formats. The FaceApp team added a mask fixation for the
background tool. If our AI is wrong You are from the background, now you can manually customize these random errors. In addition, you can now share your photos and videos on WhatsApp, Snapchat and other popular services! FaceApp Team - Added reverse morphing. Find it inside the Morphing tool in the editor-improved support rtL - Minor fixes to the FacebookApp bug
team - added a mask tool for our face filters. Now you can manually customize the areas of your photo affected by the filters.- Minor fixes of bugs and improvements. FaceApp Team Stability fixes and improves the performance of the FacebookApp Team We have added more animations to save the result of processing as a short video (GIF). In addition, we've updated the app's
user interface and fixed some minor usability issues. FaceApp team Curious if you were of the other sex? Check out our new full-size Gender Swap filters available in the Editor tab. In addition, we added the ability to easily save the result of processing in a short front-following video way. FaceApp Team - Updated Save the Screen- Added ability to easily save the result of
processing in the before and after wayFaceApp team Stability fixes and performance improvementFaceApp Team Fix and Performance ImprovementFaceApp Team We have prepared a great update for you:- Multi-face: added The ability to edit multiple faces in a single photo - Multi-select: you can now select multiple filters within one group at the same time - Rethinking Tools
Filters and FixApp Adjustments Team Stability Fixes and Performance ImprovementFaceApp Team New in 3.5.9 :Minor stability improvements New in 3.5.8: Several filter problems have been fixed. Some users have reported a thin white rectangle appearing around their face after applying filters - it won't bother you anymore. Also in some photos you could see a small difference
in colors around your face - this problem is also fixed. The FaceApp team has fixed several problems with the filters. Some users have reported a thin white rectangle appearing around their face after applying filters - it won't bother you anymore. Also in some photos you could see a small difference in colors around your face - this problem is also fixed. Thank you for your
feedback! They helped us discover and fix these problems. FaceApp Team - Updated celebrities and web background screens, added the ability to select newly used images - Updated user interface for 2 more screens - Photo Collector and Crop tool - Numerous fixes of stabilityFaceApp Team - Updated celebrities and web screens, opportunity to select newly used images -
numerous fixes to the stability of Facebook Team New in 3.5.5.2:- Fixed the problem with saving and sharing photosNy in 3.5.5.1:- Fixed the problem with the choice of custom photos on the first Screen- Fixed toolNew's background problem in 3.5.5 :- Updated WebSearch screen: pre-download images before using them- Implemented before after functionality when you click on
the image in the Fun tab- Fixed problems with showing some screens on on With Android 10 We are preparing something special for you for this New Year. Stay tuned! FaceApp Team - Updated WebSearch screen, now the image is clearly pre-installed before use- In Fun tab implemented before after functionality on the image click-fixed problems with showing some screens on
devices with Android 10- Increased application stability, fixed serious problem with the freeze app We are preparing something special for you for this New Year. Stay tuned! FaceApp Team - Updated subscription screen, now better explain the current subscription state- Numerous minor improvementsFaceApp Team - Updated purchase processing in the app, now it's more stable
and performance-Updated adjustment tool in editor mode- Fixed numerous minor problems in the editor modeFaceApp Team - Design: new screen purchase In-App, updated Fun and Splash screens, RTL You're better off. FaceApp Team - The background tool added the ability to search for a user background in the web redesigned Celebrity screen fixed several questions
including appeared on the new Android 10FaceApp Team - Big Design Updates: A new font, Updated screens, RTL Languages Fixes- Improving Performance and Stability fixesFaceApp Team - New Photo Collector Screen- Fixed error with filters for photo-fixed error with save editor results- Minor performance improvements- Minor improvements to the stability of TheFaceApp
Team - Update in the purchase app purchases, fixed problem with missing subscriptions - Improved localization and performance improvement for the new FaceApp team in 3.4 Enjoy the results in real time as the slider moves! New in 3.4.5: We've fixed the problem of keeping images too low. Thank you so much for your responses to errors and reports! New FaceApp command
3.4.2: - Introduces filter intensity: some filters now have several options with a slightly different filter effect. Try them through updated makeup filters - various stability improvements to the new FaceApp team in 3.4.2: - before/after features for some filters in Fun mode - Adding grain (noise) tool to adjust in editor mode - Updated screen settings - different team Face stability
improvements New app in 3.4.1: - Fix tattoos for multi-face photos - additional translations for Malay and new Thai in 3.4.0: This release introduces HD image quality: greater photo resolution along with a significant improvement in filter quality. FaceApp This release introduces HD image quality: more photo resolution along with significant improvements in filter quality. New
FaceApp team in 3.3.4: - Introduction of AutoAdjust for a new 3.3.3 customization tool: - adjust your hair color with a special slider intensity - Updated fun mode, Now with the new FaceApp Team square results in 3.3.4: - Introduction of AutoAdjust feature for the customization tool - Demo mode introduced: try all PRO filters for free in the new photos offered in 3.3.3:- adjust the hair
color with a special intensity slider - Updated fun mode Now with the new FaceApp Team square result in 3.3.2: - fixed problem, When PRO users get too many bug requests - Fixed app stopped after the photo was uploaded to some new devices in 3.3.1: This is a major release that adds a lot of improvements: - New Tattoo Tool in Editor - Reset Adjustment Tool in The Editor -
Vignette Tool Updated, Now Black and White - Added Translations in Dutch - and Improving Multiple Stability Team FaceApp This is the main release That adds a lot of improvements: - The style tab is completely redesigned, combining both Style Features and Tab Editor - Tab Stylist moves to the layouts of the tab - Repair damage for Android 9.0 - and small changes to the
multiple FaceApp Team This update includes a lot of internal improvements and improved stability. The FaceApp team this update includes a lot of mental improvements and stability improvements. The FaceApp team this update includes many internal fixes and stability improvements. The FaceApp team This update introduces the new Crop - Editor feature. In addition, we are
making many improvements and mental improvements. FaceApp Team This update includes 2 main features: - Brand New Fun Screen - New Editor's Options: FaceApp Team Background Changes This update includes a lot of minor improvements. The FaceApp team is a great release that adds a lot of new features. - Lens Blur: Create a background blur effect powered by AI -
New Editor Tools: Contrast, Saturation, Brightness, Vignette - Adaptive Icons for Launchers - Small Bug Fixes Team FaceApp This is an excellent release that adds a lot of new features. - Lens Blur: Create a background blur effect powered by AI - New Editor Tools: Contrast, Saturation, Brightness, Vignette - Adaptive Icons for launcher - small bug fixes FaceApp Team This
update includes many minor fixes. Team FaceApp Effects is updated in editor mode and fixes some minor issues. FaceApp Team This update includes: - New Design Editor - Fixed a lot of critical problems Team FaceApp This update includes many minor fixes. FaceApp Team This update includes: - BTN camera update - some bug fixes - - Russian team FaceApp This update
includes: - some bug fixes - fixed problems for the right-to-left FaceApp Team Is an excellent release that adds a lot of new filters and features. - Social Stylist: Create multiple styles and let your friends choose - New filters: hair color, hairstyle, and more - Recycled Fun Section with Cool Before/After Effects - No full screen advertising even in the free version This update includes: -
new filter icons - many bug fixes Thank you for your feedback! You've made us better. FaceApp Team This update includes: - new filter icons - lots of bug fixes Thank you for your response! You've made us better. FaceApp Team This update includes: - lots of bug fixes - Translations for 10 other languages Thank you for your feedback! You've made us better. Our FaceApp team
has changed the purchase screen and also introduced some new internal improvements. Christmas is coming! Are you happy for a Christmas present? :) Good luck, the FaceApp team this update includes a lot of minor improvements. Thank you for your feedback! You've made us better. FaceApp This update includes many minor fixes. Thank you for your feedback! You've made
us better. FaceApp Team This update includes: - - Improved feedback screen and error reports - folders in the filter carousel - lots of internal fixes and bug fixes Thank you for your response! You've made us better. FaceApp Team This update includes: - - Improved feedback screen and error reports - folders in the filter carousel - lots of internal fixes and bug fixes Thank you for
your response! You've made us better. FaceApp Team This update includes: - Fixed problem Images are not saved - many minor fixes. Thank you for your feedback! You've made us better. FaceApp Team This update includes: - New style filter design - improved uploading and processing photos - lots of internal changes Thanks for your response! We're better off with you. Fixes
faceApp Team Bug and performance enhancement Thank you for your feedback! Enjoy improving app performance and stability. FaceApp Team Thank you for your feedback! Enjoy improving app performance and stability. FaceApp Team In this update, we've improved the photo capture screen and improved the app's stability. FaceApp Team Thank you for your feedback! Enjoy
improving app performance and stability. FaceApp Team Thank you for your feedback! Enjoy improving app performance and stability. FaceApp Team - New Interface - Four New Style Filters (Pro Version Only) - Full Size Image Support - 3x4 Camera - Interface - Four New Style Filters (Pro Version only) - Support Support Full size - 3x4 Camera Multi-face repair damage: apply
different effects to different faces (pro version only) pro) faceapp para android 4.1.2
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